Includes:

18 Double-sided cards measuring 5" x 4" (12.5 cm x 10 cm)

The front sides of the cards show animation while the backs summarize key concepts and vocabulary:

- Frog
- Tadpole Development
- Monarch Butterfly
- Chicken
- Chick Development
- Cat
- Salmon
- Penguin
- Human
- Housefly
- Snake
- Dandelion
- Bean Plant
- Root Vegetable
- Tomato Plant
- Flower
- Pollination
- Seasonal Change

Care and Use

Hold a card at a 45-degree angle for best-quality animation.

Tilt the cards back and forth (left and right or up and down depending on card orientation) to create an animated effect.
Do not scratch or depress the cards’ plastic front surfaces as this may cause permanent damage.

Do not saturate or immerse the cards in water.

**Suggested Activities**

- Use the cards at a study table to help reinforce science concepts. Start with a few cards and rotate new cards in daily or weekly.
- Recycle used worksheets by cutting paper into rectangles and creating “flip books.” Have students use the cards as examples to create their own motion cards and to illustrate their understanding of science concepts. Have students use one of the sheets to write a quick summary of the animation and to highlight key vocabulary.

Look for these other great products from Learning Resources®:

- LER 2890  Linkology™ – Animals Card Game
- LER 2891  Linkology™ – Solar System Card Game
- LER 2892  Linkology™ – Human Body Card Game
- LER 2929  New-View Science – Human Body Card Set